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Monday 16th March 2020

Dear children, parents and carers,

You have been given this work book because Kilburn Junior School has
had to close under the advice of the UK government and in the best
interests of everybody who attends our school and our local community.
This is obviously disruptive to the education of all our children which is why
we have made the effort to produce this booklet and the tasks contained
within.

The tasks have all been selected to support the important skills of reading,
writing and arithmetic and should last you up to two weeks. We
recommend that you should aim to complete the activities in the following
frequency:

• 2 or 3 reading comprehensions each week.
• Times table practise (using the puzzles) 3-4 times each week.
• Daily SPAG (spelling punctuation and grammar).
• Daily mental arithmetic.
• Daily written arithmetic.
• Daily handwriting.
• Daily reading.

In addition to these activities, there are ideas for a number of additional
activities and challenges that you could also complete together.

Take care and we hope to see you all again back at school as soon as
possible.

Mr Gordon, Miss Richardson and Mrs Horwood.



Additional activities
Here is a selection of ides for additional activities that you could complete.
Feel free to use your own imagination too!

• Keep a diary.

• Make a Roman shield or sword.

• Research a famous Roman.

• Make a model of a Roman town or building.

• Write a poem.

• Decorate an Easter Egg.

Useful websites

https://nrich.maths.org/ - An assortment of maths challenges.

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button -
Number bonds and times tables practice.

https://ttrockstars.com/ - TT Rockstars.

During school closures, Twinkl are offering free access to their
resources. If you wish to use their website, you will need to
make an account and put in the code UKTWINKLHELPS.
www.twinkl.co.uk/offer

https://nrich.maths.org/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://ttrockstars.com/
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/offer


Maths



Maths Activities

It is important to practise your arithmetic skills daily so you don’t forget how to 
use each method.

Complete one of the 4 by 4 question sheets each day you are off (not including 
weekends) and then choose a reasoning or problem solving question to complete 
after. Please add a date to each question.

Remember to use the methods we have been learning in class. I have provided 
some key learning examples in case you forget.

If you get stuck, or are unsure on a word, research it first or ask a family member 
to help you. 

Don’t forget to fully explain your answer and show all of your working out!

In order to prepare for the Year 4 Multiplication Check, it is important you 
continue to learn your times tables. Please ensure you are still filling out your 
Times Table Practice booklet and are playing on TT Rockstars. In addition, I have 
included some times table puzzles for you to complete.

Have fun. 



Key Learning





Arithmetic



Date: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________



Date: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________



Date: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________



Date: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________



Date: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________



Problem 
solving



Date: _____________________________________

Addition and subtraction 2

Look at the calculations 
that Jake has solved. Can 
you explain the mistakes 

that he has made?

2453 + 4 tens = 2857
2,862 – 500 = 2,812

4,531 + 4 ones = 4,571



Date: _____________________________________

Multiplication and division 2
Miss Wood orders some new whiteboard pens for year 5 and 6.

There are 158 children in year 5 and 6.

If she orders 7 boxes of 26 will she have enough?

Show your working out. Check your answer using the inverse.

Does she have more or less than she needs?



Date: _____________________________________

Multiplication and division 3
In one month, Charlie read 340 pages of his books.

His mum read 3 times as much as Charlie.
Dad read 130 pages less than mum.

How many pages did they
read altogether?

Use the bar model to help.
Charlie read - _____
Mum read - _____
Dad  read - _____



Date: _____________________________________

Multiplication and division 2

6      X 4 = 256
What goes in the 

missing box? 
Prove it.



Date: _____________________________________

Time 2

Tom says ‘2400 seconds is 
longer than 40 minutes.’ Do you agree?

Show your working.



Date: _____________________________________



Date: _____________________________________



Date: _____________________________________



Date: _____________________________________



Date: _____________________________________



Times tables



















English



English Activities

It is important to practise your spelling, punctuation and grammatical skills so you 
do not lose them. 

Please complete one SPaG activity sheet per day in order to practise these skills. 
Each sheet should take approximately 10 minutes.

I have also included some comprehension texts and questions. 

Please complete 2 comprehension sets of questions (10 questions per set) each 
week. Remember to answer your questions with a full sentence. 

In addition, please practise your handwriting with the sheets provided. There is 
enough for one each day.



Reading 
comprehension



Reading Comprehension – The Roman Army 

Only men could be in the Roman Army. No women. Every Roman soldier was a 
Roman citizen. He had to be at least 20 years old. He was not supposed to get 
married while he was a soldier. Most soldiers in the Roman Empire came from 
countries outside Italy. There were Roman soldiers from Africa, Gaul, Germany, 
the Balkans, Spain and the Middle East.

Soldiers had to stay in the army for at least 25 years. Then they could retire, with 
a pension or a gift of land to farm. This was very clever because it meant that 
Rome had loyal ex-soldiers all over the provinces who could be called on to 
defend their homes. Old soldiers often settled down to old age together, in a 
military town or colonia. 

There were about 30 legions in the Roman Army. Each legion had between 4000 
and 6000 soldiers, called legionaries. Each legion had ten cohorts. Each cohort 
was made up of six troops of about 80 legionaries, called centuries. Each century 
was led by a centurion. A centurion carried a stick, to show his importance. He 
could also use his stick to beat any soldier who  disobeyed an order. The officer 
commanding the whole legion was called a legate.

Legionaries were the best Roman soldiers, and the best paid. There were other 
soldiers though. An auxiliary was a soldier who was not a Roman citizen. He was 
paid a third as much as a legionary. Auxiliaries guarded forts and frontiers, but 
also fought in battles, often in the front lines (most dangerous).  
Usually, Romans liked to fight on foot. They used cavalry, soldiers on horses, to 
chase a fleeing enemy. In a battle, the cavalry often lined up either side of the 
foot-soldiers, or infantry.



Reading Comprehension – The Roman Army 

1. Were all Roman soldiers from Italy?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Find another word for “soldiers on horses.” 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Which soldiers were paid the most money? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

4. How many legionaries made up a legion?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. Who was in charge of an entire legion?   

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. What is the Latin word for a military town?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

7. How did a centurion display his importance? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

8. How much was an auxiliary paid?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

9. How many cohorts were in a legion?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

10. How many legions were there in the Roman army? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________



Reading Comprehension – Roman Religion

At first, Romans believed in many different gods and goddesses. These gods 
were like people, but with magical powers. The Roman gods were part of a 
family. People told stories or myths about them. Each god or goddess looked 
after different people or things.

Saturn was once king of the gods, his place was taken by his son (Jupiter). 
Saturn was the god of seed-sowing. A merry Roman holiday or festival, the 
Saturnalia, was named after him.

Jupiter was the god of the sky, he was the most important god. Juno was 
Jupiter's wife and she looked after women. Neptune, Jupiter's brother, was the 
god of the sea. 

Minerva was the goddess of wisdom and women's work, such as weaving cloth. 
Mars was god of war, though originally god of farming and Venus was the 
goddess of love.

The Romans often borrowed new gods from people they conquered. They 
hoped these new gods would make them stronger. They borrowed gods from 
Egypt, for example, such as the goddess Isis. Roman soldiers worshipped 
Mithras, a god from Iran. A soldier going on a journey might ask Mercury (god 
of travel) for help, as well as Mithras the soldiers' god and he might also make 
a sacrifice to Neptune (the sea god) if he had to travel by ship!



Reading Comprehension – Roman Religion

1. Name a goddess whom the Romans borrowed from another religion.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Why might a soldier make a sacrifice to Neptune?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Who was Jupiter’s wife?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Who was the goddess of wisdom?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Why did the Romans borrow gods from other countries?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. What was Saturnalia?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Name something which was considered to be women’s work?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Who was the first King of the gods?

_____________________________________________________________________
9. What did Neptune carry?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. Of which two things was Mars the god at one time or another?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________



Reading Comprehension – Family Life in Rome

Life for women in Roman times was often hard. Mother was less important than father in 
the family. Father had the power of life or death over everyone. When a new baby was 
born it would be laid at its father's feet - if the father picked the baby up it would live, but 
if he ignored the baby it would be taken away to die. Women were expected to run the 
home, cook meals, and raise children. If they were wealthy, women were lucky; they had 
slaves to do the work.

Many girls were married at the age of 14. Marriages were often arranged between families. 
A man could divorce his wife if she did not give birth to a son. Many women died young (in 
their 30s), because childbirth could be dangerous, and diseases were common.

Most children in Roman times did not go to school. Only quite rich families could afford to 
pay a teacher. Most schools were in towns. Not many girls went to school, but some were 
taught at home by tutors, who were often educated slaves. Boys from rich families learned 
history, maths, and literature at school, to prepare them for jobs in the army or 
government. In poor families, girls and boys had to work, helping their parents.

Roman children had some toys very like ones we play with today - such as toy soldiers, 
rattles, balls, doll's houses, carts and pull-along animals on wheels.

Even poor children had board games, using pebbles for counters, and wooden dolls. Some 
dolls had moveable arms and legs. Roman children had ivory letters to practise their 
spellings with. Favourite Roman pets were dogs, birds and monkeys.

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_JmjIJdL5fbQ/SsUaM830w2I/AAAAAAAAAC4/IhToLopX9pI/s1600-h/%CE%95%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8C%CE%BD%CE%B11.jpg


Reading Comprehension – Family Life in Rome

1. Who was the most important person in a Roman family?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Give two reasons why a woman in Roman times might die at an early age.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

3. How did richer boys prepare for working as an adult?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

4. Do you think a father had too much power over his baby children? Why?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

5. Do you think Romans preferred girls or boys? Why?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. What did poor children have to do instead of learning with a teacher?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

7. How did Roman children practise spelling?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

8. Which type of Roman pet would be considered very unusual today?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

9. How old, in general, were girls when they were married?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

10. Name four Roman toys.

_______________________________________      __________________________________________

_______________________________________        _________________________________________



Reading Comprehension – Roman Armour and Weapons 

We know about Roman armour and weapons from Roman pictures and statues, and from finds 
by modern archaeologists.

A Roman soldier wore armour made from strips of iron and leather (lorica segmentata in Latin). 
On his head was a metal helmet (galea). He carried a rectangular shield, curved so it protected 
his body (scutum). The shield was made of wood and leather. 

The soldier's main weapons were a short sword for stabbing (gladius) and a long spear called a 
javelin for throwing (pilum). The javelin had a sharp iron point, and a thin, bendy shaft. When it 
hit an enemy's shield, the point stuck in, but the shaft bent. This made it difficult to pull out. The 
long spear shaft got in the way, so the enemy had to throw away his shield.

Roman soldiers kept fit by running, marching and practice-fighting. They could march 20 miles/30 
km a day wearing armour. They could swim or cross rivers in boats, build bridges, and smash their 
way into forts. Each man carried his weapons and shield, some food and camping equipment 
(such as spare clothes, cooking pot and an axe or spade).

Roman soldiers almost always obeyed orders. They usually fought in lines, marching forward with 
their shields facing the enemy. If they were being fired at from above (with arrows or rocks) the 
men would lift their shields over their heads for protection. They looked like a tortoise, so they 
called this formation the testudo (Latin for tortoise).



Reading Comprehension – Roman Armour and Weapons.

1. Name two materials used to make Roman armour.

_________________________________________         ________________________________________

2. What is a testudo ?

______________________________________________________________________________________

3. Match up these Latin words with the correct meaning:

scutum javelin

galea short sword

gladius helmet

pilum shield

4. How far could a Roman soldier walk in a day?

______________________________________________________________________________________

5. How did they keep fit?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

6. What kind of shaft did a pilum have?

______________________________________________________________________________________

7. Why was it like this?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

8. What is the Latin word for sandals?

______________________________________________________________________________________

9. Why was a Roman shield curved?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

10. In what formation did the soldiers fight?

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________



Spag (spelling, punctuation 
and grammar)



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green (3), verbs in red (1) and nouns in orange (3):

Poppy loved her new, red bike with the straw basket.

Add in the missing capital letters and full stops:

the postman finished delivering his letters by lunchtime when he got home he made himself a cup of tea

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Write these verbs in the past tense:

look = _______________________ write = ________________________

What prefix can be added to these three words that means ‘against’ or ‘opposite’? (Same prefix for all 
three)

____________septic ______________social _______________clockwise

Add speech marks:

I don’t want to go to the supermarket, complained Henry.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Add an adverb to this sentence:

The waiter ____________________________ carried the drinks to our table. 

Add either a or an before the following words:

_______ flower _______ invitation

Underline the fronted adverbial:

Later that day, I went swimming.



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green (3), verbs in red (2) and nouns in orange (2):

The wobbly, old chair creaked as the large lady sat on it.

Add in the missing capital letters and full stops:

sam looked out of the window and saw that the rain had finally stopped as quick as a flash he 

got his shoes on and ran out to play

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Write these verbs in the past tense:

try= _______________________ ride = ________________________

What prefix can be added to these three words to make them negative? 

____________agree ______________obey _____________appoint

Add speech marks:

Katie looked sadly out of the window.  I wish it would stop raining so I could go out to play, 

she thought to herself.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Add an adverb to this sentence:

The little girl read her book ____________________.

Add either a or an before the following words:

_______ ant _______ banana 

Underline the fronted adverbial:

After eating my tea, I do my homework.

Underline the determiner:

Those penguins are so funny!



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green (3), verbs in red (1) and nouns in orange (3):

Jane put the beautiful flowers into a tall, narrow vase.

Add in the missing capital letters and full stops:

mary was excited because her grandma was visiting today they were going to play on the swings 

and eat ice cream

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Write these verbs in the past tense:

push= _______________________ break = ________________________

What prefix can be added to these three words that means ‘above’? 

____________market ______________man _______________star

Add speech marks:

That looks boring, said Rachel as she watched her mum hanging out the washing.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Add an adverb to this sentence:

The teacher shouted ____________________ at the naughty boy.

Add either a or an before the following words:

_______ grape _______ iPod 

Underline the fronted adverbial:

Before I watch TV, I have to do my homework. 

Underline the determiner:

“Look at that dog!” shouted Katie. 



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green (3), verbs in red (2) and nouns in orange (2):

The little children sighed unhappily as they realised they couldn’t ride on the big, scary rollercoaster.

Add in the missing capital letters and full stops:

the woodcarver sat at his table to carve the sheep he eventually stopped after three hours to have 

his dinner

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Write these verbs in the past tense:

have= _______________________ carve = ________________________

What prefix can be added to these three words that means ‘under’? 

__________way ____________heading _____________marine

Add speech marks:

Can I play Lego with you? asked Jenny.

Yes of course you can, replied Sarah, you can help me build this tower.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Add an adverb to this sentence:

The children ________________________ played with their Lego.

Add either a or an before the following words:

_______ tower _______ oven

Underline the fronted adverbial:

While I was waiting for the bus, I chatted to my friends. 

Underline the determiner:

The book was interesting. 



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green (3), verbs in red (1) and nouns in orange (2):

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

Write these verbs in the past tense:

wait = _______________________ make = ________________________

Add an adverb to this sentence:

“Shut the door!” Mum shouted ________________________ .

Add either a or an before the following words / phrases:

_______ book _______ open door

Underline the fronted adverbial:

When I arrived at my aunt’s house, I gave her a big hug. 

Underline the determiner:

My spellings are too hard! 

Apostrophes for contraction

Write the shortened (contracted) versions of these phrases. Example: Did not can be 

shortened to  didn’t

Can not = ________ I have = ________

Apostrophe for possession

An apostrophe is used with an s at the end of a noun. It shows that something or someone 

belongs to that noun. Example: the girl’s bike.  Add the missing apostrophes:

The sharks fin   Jennys bag



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green, verbs in red, nouns in orange and adverbs in blue:

The tired teacher slowly sat down in the comfy, old chair.

Write these verbs in the past tense:

drink = _______________________ work = ________________________

Add either a or an before the following words / phrases:

_______ nice cup of tea _______ orange tin of paint

Underline the fronted adverbial:

Before I go to sleep, I like to read two pages of my book.

Underline the determiner:

“Who ate all of those cakes?” Mum demanded. 

Apostrophes for contraction

Write the shortened (contracted) versions of these phrases. Example: Did not =  didn’t

Is not = ________ Have not = _________

Apostrophe for possession

Example:   The bike belonging to one girl = the girl’s bike.  

The bike belonging to two girls = the girls’ bike.

The pens belonging to one teacher = _________________________________________

The pens belonging to two teachers = __________________________________________

How many dragons are there?........The dragons’ cave       (One dragon / more than one dragon)

How many snails are there?............The snail’s shell          (One snail / more than one snail)



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green, verbs in red, nouns in orange and adverbs in blue:

The enormous dragon fiercely breathed red hot fire to toast his little marshmallow.

Write these verbs in the past tense:

think = _______________________ clean = ________________________

Add either a or an before the following words / phrases:

_______ average day at school _______ delicious plate of pasta

Underline the fronted adverbial:

While I clean my teeth, I hum a song to myself. 

Underline the determiner:

“Where is my hat?” Sally asked. 

Apostrophes for contraction

Write the shortened (contracted) versions of these phrases. Example: Did not =  didn’t

Were not = _________ Should not = ___________

Apostrophe for possession

The fruit belonging to one boy = _________________________________________

The fruit belonging to two boys = __________________________________________

How many farmers are there?........The farmer’s tractor      (One farmer / more than one farmer)

How many pigs are there?............The pigs’ trough                 (One pig / more than one pig)



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green, verbs in red, nouns in orange and adverbs in blue:

Susan quickly put her new, red coat on and ran out to play in the white snow.

Write these verbs in the past tense:

begin = _______________________ pop = ________________________

Add either a or an before the following words / phrases:

_______ juicy tomato _______ imaginative story

Underline the fronted adverbial:

As quick as flash, the cat chased the mouse. 

Underline the determiner:

Sally ate an apple.

Apostrophes for contraction

Write the shortened (contracted) versions of these phrases. Example: Did not =  didn’t

I will = _________ Was not = _________

Apostrophe for possession

The nest belonging to one wasp = _________________________________________

The nest belonging to two wasps = __________________________________________

How many birds are there?........The bird’s feathers      (One bird / more than one bird)

How many houses are there?............The houses’ windows            (One house / more than one house)



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green, verbs in red, nouns in orange and adverbs in blue:

The greedy piglet ate his delicious dinner then rolled happily in the slimy mud.

Write these verbs in the past tense:

smile = _______________________ stop = ________________________

Add either a or an:

I had _______ excellent day at school! I saw _______ squirrel in the woods.

Underline the fronted adverbial:

At the end of the day, I like to relax by reading my book.

Underline the determiner:

“Would you like some cake?” asked Max.

Apostrophes for contraction

Write the shortened (contracted) versions of these phrases. Example: Did not =  didn’t

Could not = ___________ It is = _________

Apostrophe for possession

The brushes belonging to one artist = _________________________________________

The brushes belonging to two artists = __________________________________________

How many nurses are there?........The nurses’ uniforms      (One nurse / more than one nurse)

How many trees are there?............The tree’s leaves                    (One tree / more than one tree)



Year 4 SPAG skills

Underline the adjectives in green, verbs in red, nouns in orange and adverbs in blue:

Katie’s long, curly, red hair completely refused to stay under her woolly hat!

Write these verbs in the past tense:

prefer = _______________________ begin = ________________________

Add either a or an:

I need _______ new table. I found _______ orange flower in my garden.

Underline the fronted adverbial:

Without warning, lion pounced on its prey. 

Underline the two determiners:

“This is your seat,” Tom’s new teacher said kindly. 

Apostrophes for contraction

I would = ________ She will = _________

Apostrophe for possession

The pram belonging to one baby = _________________________________________

The pram belonging to two babies = __________________________________________

How many books are there?........The book’s cover      (One book / more than one book)

Underline the pronoun

Jack fell over and put a plaster on his leg.



handwriting






















